For a > 1 we consider the initial value problem for the dispersive equation iq t u þ ðÀDÞ a=2 u ¼ 0. We prove an endpoint L p inequality for the maximal function sup t A ½0; 1 juðÁ; tÞj with initial values in L p -Sobolev spaces, for p A À 2 þ 4=ðd þ 1Þ; y Á . This strengthens the fixed time estimates due to Fe¤erman and Stein, and Miyachi. As an essential tool we establish sharp L p space-time estimates (local in time) for the same range of p.
Abstract. For a > 1 we consider the initial value problem for the dispersive equation iq t u þ ðÀDÞ a=2 u ¼ 0. We prove an endpoint L p inequality for the maximal function sup t A ½0; 1 juðÁ; tÞj with initial values in L p -Sobolev spaces, for p A À 2 þ 4=ðd þ 1Þ; y Á . This strengthens the fixed time estimates due to Fe¤erman and Stein, and Miyachi. As an essential tool we establish sharp L p space-time estimates (local in time) for the same range of p.
Introduction
For a > 1 we consider L p estimates for solutions to the initial value problem iq t u þ ðÀDÞ a=2 u ¼ 0; uðÁ; 0Þ ¼ f :
(
The case a ¼ 2 corresponds to the Schrö dinger equation. We will not consider a ¼ 1 which corresponds to the wave equation and exhibits di¤erent mathematical features.
When f is a Schwartz function, the solution can be written as uðx; tÞ ¼ U a t f ðxÞ, where [11] and Miyachi [16] . Their result states that for any compact time interval I and any p A ð1; yÞ, sup t A I kU a t f k L p ðR d Þ e C I ; p; a k f k L p b ðR d Þ ;
The first author was supported by MEC project MTM2007-60952 and UAM-CM project CCG07-UAM/ ESP-1664. The second author was supported in part by NSF grant DMS 0652890. this is sharp with respect to the regularity index b and can also be deduced from certain endpoint versions of the Hö rmander multiplier theorem ( [1] , [19] ).
We strengthen the fixed time estimates as follows.
; y and a > 1. Then, for any compact time interval I , sup
This implies pointwise convergence results; indeed we shall prove a little more, namely if w A C y c ðRÞ then the function t 7 ! wðtÞU a t f ðxÞ belongs to the Besov space B p 1=p; 1 ðRÞ, for almost every x A R d . In particular these functions are continuous (for almost every x) and therefore this implies almost everywhere convergence to the initial datum as t ! 0.
Our maximal function result is closely related to certain space-time estimates which improve the regularity index. The first such bounds are due to Constantin and Saut [7] , Sjö lin [21] , and Vega [27] who showed that better L 2 regularity properties hold locally when a A ð1; yÞ; namely, if f A L 2 ÀðaÀ1Þ=2 ðR d Þ then u A L 2 loc ðR dþ1 Þ. However, it is not possible to replace the L 2 -norms over compact sets by L 2 -norms which are global in space. This is known as the local smoothing phenomenon. For functions in L 2 -Sobolev spaces the various local and global problems for smoothing and for maximal operators have received a lot of attention, starting with [4] . We do not have a contribution to the L 2 -Sobolev problems but rather consider corresponding questions with initial data in L p -Sobolev spaces for p > 2, with p not close to 2.
In [17] the first author considered L p regularity estimates which are global in space but involve an integration over a compact time interval I , Ð
This question was motivated by the similar (although deeper) question for the wave equation (cf. [22] , [28] ). In [17] , it was proven that (1.3) holds for a ¼ 2 when p > 2 þ 4=ðd þ 1Þ with b=2 > dð1=2 À 1=pÞ À 1=p. We remark that smoothing results of this type could also be deduced from square-function estimates related to Bochner-Riesz multipliers such as in [2] , [6] , [18] and [15] however these arguments do not apply when d ¼ 1, and in dimensions d f 2 they are currently limited to the smaller range p > 2 þ 4=d.
The L p smoothing result in [17] was obtained from an L p ! L p estimate for the adjoint Fourier restriction (or 'extension') operator associated to the paraboloid, and the range p > 2 þ 4 d þ 1 corresponds to the known range of L q ! L p bounds for the extension operator; see [9] , [13] and [29] for the sharp bounds when d ¼ 1, and [24] for the best known partial results for d f 2. The reduction in [17] to the extension estimate used the explicit formula
together with a 'completing of the square' trick; see [3] for a similar argument. Unfortunately this reasoning is not available when a 3 2.
We generalize to all a > 1, and establish the endpoint regularity result.
; y and a > 1. Then, for any compact time interval I , Ð
In Theorem 4.1 below we formulate a slightly improved version of this result which can also be used to prove Theorem 1.1. We remark that for d ¼ 1 our arguments also give the analogous results for the range 0 < a < 1.
We mention an application in one spatial dimension where we obtain sharp estimates for the initial value problem for the Airy equation
For f :¼ uðÁ; 0Þ a Schwartz function, we can write uðÁ; tÞ ¼
Àt P À f , where P þ and P À are the projection operators with Fourier multipliers w ð0; yÞ and w ðÀy; 0Þ , respectively. Thus, for initial values in L p b the solution of (1.4) satisfies the sharp bound
and if uðÁ; 0Þ A L p e ðRÞ for any e > 0 with 2 < p e 4, then u A L p ðR Â ½ÀT; TÞ.
The proofs will be based on the bilinear adjoint restriction theorem for elliptic surfaces due to Tao [24] . In §3, having discussed the necessary conditions in §2, we combine Tao's theorem with a variation of a localization technique employed in [10] to prove L p estimates for some oscillatory integrals with elliptic phases; this yields the smoothing estimate for functions which are frequency supported in an annulus. In §4, we extend to the general case by decomposing the Fe¤erman-Stein sharp function; here we use a variant of an argument in [19] .
Notation. Throughout, c and C will denote positive constants that may depend on the dimensions, exponents or indices of the Sobolev spaces, or the parameter a, but never on the functions. Such constants are called admissible and their values may change from line to line. We shall mostly use the notation A k B if A e CB for an admissible constant C. We may sometimes indicate the dependence on a specific parameter c by using the notation k c . We write A AB if A k B and B k A.
Necessary conditions
Let y be a nonnegative and smooth function supported in f2 À1 < jxj < 2g and equal to 1 in f2 À1=2 < jxj < 2 1=2 g. For large l, we consider initial data f l defined bŷ f f l ðxÞ ¼ e Àijxj a yðl À1 xÞ and note that, by a change of variables,
Thus j f l ðxÞj k l dÀ da 2 , by the method of stationary phase (keeping in mind that a 3 1). On the other hand, when jxj g l aÀ1 , by repeated integration by parts, there exist constants C N such that j f l ðxÞj e C N ðjxjl 1Àa Þ ÀN for all N A N. Combining the two bounds, we see that
Next we consider U a t f l and compute
so when jxj e ð10lÞ À1 and jt À 1j e ð10l a Þ À1 ; we have jU a t f l ðxÞj f cl d for some positive constant c. Thus,
kU a t f l k p p dt 1=p f Cl dÀ dþa p :
Comparing this with the upper bound for k f l k L p b ðR d Þ , and letting l ! y, we see that b=a f dð1=2 À 1=pÞ À 1=p is a necessary condition for (1.3) to hold when a 3 1.
Note that alternatively one can argue that by Sobolev embedding any improvement in the smoothing would give a better fixed time estimate than the sharp known bounds in [11] , [16] , which is impossible.
The range p > 2 þ 4=ðd þ 1Þ for the smoothing estimate in Theorem 1.2 is sharp for d ¼ 1, and for d f 2 it is conceivable that it holds for p > 2 þ 2=d, see [17] .
For Theorem 1.1 however our range may not be sharp even in one dimension. We can say that the maximal estimate (1.2) cannot hold when p < 2 þ 1=d. This follows from the necessary condition b=a f 1=2p which we now show, modifying a calculation in [8] .
Let w be a nonnegative and smooth function supported in ðÀe; eÞ where e will be small depending only on a. Let e 1 ¼ ð1; 0; . . . ; 0Þ and define g l ðxÞ ¼ 1
Then immediately
where the implicit constants in the error term depend on a. The error term in the phase is f1 on the support of the cuto¤ function (provided that e is su‰ciently small).
Let 0 < c f a and let R be the rectangle where 0 e x 1 e cl aÀ1 , and jx i j e l ðaÀ2Þ=2 for i ¼ 2; . . . ; d. We define tðxÞ ¼ a À1 l 1Àa x 1 for x A R so that tðxÞ A ½0; 1 for x A R, and for x B R we may choose any (measurable) tðxÞ A ½0; 1. Then for x A R, we have jU a tðxÞ g l ðxÞj f c 0 l ÀdðaÀ2Þ=2 and thus sup 0ete1
Comparing with the upper bound for kg l k L p b leads to the condition b=a f 1=2p.
L p estimates for oscillatory integrals with elliptic phases
In the sequel, we will rescale inequalities for U a t when acting on functions with compact frequency support. This process will give rise to the operator S defined by
We ask for L p ðR d Þ ! L p ðR d Â ½0; lÞ bounds for S. Note that for jtj e 1 and w A C y 0 the function we itf is a Fourier multiplier of L p , 1 e p e y, and consequently the question is only nontrivial for large l.
, w A C y 0 ðUÞ, and let f be an elliptic phase on U. Then
The key ingredient will be Tao's bilinear estimate for the adjoint restriction operator [24] which applies to phases which are small perturbations of jxj 2 =2. We need to formulate more specific assumptions on the phases allowed and follow [25] . Let N f 10d. We say f : ½À2; 2 d ! R is a phase of the class FðN; AÞ if jq a j x j fðxÞj e A for all x A ½À2; 2 d and all ja j j e N, where j ¼ 1; . . . ; d. To add an ellipticity condition we say that f is of class F ell ðe; N; AÞ if fð0Þ ¼ 'fð0Þ ¼ 0, and if for all x A ½À2; 2 d the eigenvalues of the Hessian f 00 ðxÞ lie in ½1 À e; 1 þ e.
We define the adjoint restriction operator E 1 E f by
Tao's theorem can be stated as follows.
. Then there exists an N (depending on d and p) and for A f 1 there exists e ¼ eðA; N; d; pÞ > 0 so that the following holds for f A Fðe; N; AÞ: For all pairs of
holds. In what follows we fix N, A and e for which Tao's theorem applies. The constants may all depend on these parameters. 
Then SfSg ¼ S 1 fS 2 g. We first note that for all t A ½Àl; l
This follows by a straightforward N-fold integration by parts, which uses the inequality
Now let QðlÞ be a tiling of R d by cubes of sidelength l, and for each Q A QðlÞ let Q Ã denote the enlarged cube with sidelength 2C 0 l, with the same center as Q. For each cube we split each function into a part supported in Q Ã and a part supported in its complement. Thus we can write
The first term gives the main contribution and is estimated using Tao's theorem, i.e. (3.2). One obtains, jIj e P Q A QðlÞ
:
k l dð1=2À1=pÞ k f k p ;
and we have the same estimate for g. Thus I 2=p k c l dð1À2=pÞ k f k p kgk p which is the desired bound for the main term.
The corresponding estimates for II, III, IV are straightforward as we use (3.3) for the terms supported in R d nQ Ã . We examine II and begin with jIIj e P Q A QðlÞ
We use the trivial bound
Hence jIIj 2=p k c l 2ðdþ1ÞÀN k f k p kgk p : As N f 10d this estimate is negligible. Because of symmetry III is estimated by the same term. For the estimation of IV we proceed in the same way but use (3.3) for both terms, the result is the (again negligible) bound jIVj 2=p k l 2ðdþ1ÀNÞ k f k p kgk p . r
We now formulate an analogous result for functions with smaller frequency support and smaller separation.
and l 1=2 f 2 j f 1: Let Q 1 ; Q 2 H ½À1; 1 d be cubes of side 2 j l À1=2 , so that distðQ 1 ; Q 2 Þ f c2 j l À1=2 and let f A F ell ðe; N; AÞ. Then for all f and g such that
Proof. By finite partitions and the triangle inequality, we may suppose that Q 1 and Q 2 are balls of radius 2 j l À1=2 . We reduce matters to the statement in Lemma 3.2 by scaling. Let x 0 be the midpoint of the interval connecting the center of the balls. We change vari-
. Then a short computation shows that
the phase c is given by
and the new cuto¤ function and its derivatives satisfy estimates uniform in x 0 and d 0 . The same consideration is applied to S f g. Note that c is elliptic (with estimates uniform in x 0 and d) and the frequency supports of f Ã and g Ã are now separated, independently of d, j and l. Thus we can apply Lemma 3.2 to obtain
As d ¼ 2 j l À1=2 the assertion follows. r
We will also require the following lemma for when we have no frequency separation. 
Proof. Let x B be the center of the cube Q, and let w A C y 0 so that wðxÞ ¼ 1 for jxj e ffiffiffi d p
. It su‰ces to show that w À l 1=2 ðx À x B Þ Á e itfðxÞ is a Fourier multiplier of L p for all jtj e l, with bounds uniform in t. By modulation, translation and dilation invariance of the multiplier norm it su‰ces to check that hðÁ; tÞ defined by
is a Fourier multiplier of L p , uniformly in jtj e l. However this follows since q a h hðh; tÞ ¼ Oð1Þ for jtj e l as one can easily check. r Proof of Proposition 3.1. By a partition of unity and a compactness argument it suffices to show that for every x 0 A U there is a neighborhood Uðx 0 Þ so that the statement of the theorem holds with w replaced by w 0 A C y 0 supported in Uðx 0 Þ. Now let H be the (symmetric) positive definite squareroot of f 00 ðx 0 Þ and let
Then it su‰ces to show that S c (defined with the amplitude wðx 0 þ e 1 H À1 hÞ) satisfies the asserted estimates, with a dependence on e 1 . If e 1 is chosen su‰ciently small then we have reduced matters to a phase function in F ell ðe; N; AÞ with parameters for which Tao's theorem and therefore Lemma 3.3 applies.
We now return to our original notation and work with a phase function f but assume now that f A F ell ðe; N; AÞ; we may also assume that the amplitude function w is smooth and supported in ½Àð2dÞ À10 ; ð2dÞ À10 Àd . We make a decomposition of the product SfSg in terms of bilinear operators, localizing the frequency variables in terms of nearness to the diagonal in ðx; hÞ-space; this is similar to arguments in [14] , [20] and [25] .
Let w 0 be a radial C y 0 ðR d Þ function so that w 0 ðoÞ ¼ 1 for joj e 8d 1=2 and so that supp w 0 is contained in fo : joj < 16d 1=2 g. Fix l > 1 and set
so that Y 0 is supported where jx À hj e 16d 1=2 l À1=2 and, Y j is supported in the region 4d 1=2 2 j l À1=2 e jx À hj e 16d 1=2 2 j l À1=2 :
We may then decompose Only values of j f 0 with 2 j e l 1=2 will be relevant, as otherwise B j is identically zero. We will prove the estimate
and use this to bound
and then sum a geometric series.
In order to prove (3.5), we decompose B j into pieces on which we may apply Lemma 3.3. Let Q A C y 0 ðR d Þ a function supported in ½À3=5; 3=5 d , equal to 1 on ½À2=5; 2=5 d , and satisfying P
For j f 0, n A Z d , define b j; n ðxÞ ¼ Qðl 1=2 2 Àj x À nÞ and, for ðn; n 0 Þ A Z d Â Z d , Q j; n; n 0 ðx; hÞ ¼ Y j ðx; hÞb j; n ðxÞb j; n 0 ðhÞ:
Observe that b j; n , b j; n 0 are supported in cubes Q j; n , Q j; n 0 which have sidelengths slightly larger than l À1=2 2 j , and that are centered at the points x j; n ¼ l À1=2 2 j n and x j; n 0 ¼ l À1=2 2 j n 0 , respectively.
Now let
2d 1=2 e jn À n 0 j e 18d 1=2 g:
Then if Q 0; n; n 0 is not identically zero then we necessarily have ðn; n 0 Þ A D 0 and if, for j f 1 the function Q j; n; n 0 is not identically zero then we necessarily have ðn; n 0 Þ A D. These statements follow by the definitions of our cuto¤ functions. Moreover, distðQ j; n ; Q j; n 0 Þ e 18d 1=2 2 j l À1=2 if ðn; n 0 Þ A D 0 ; and 2 À1 d 1=2 2 j l À1=2 e distðQ j; n ; Q j; n 0 Þ e 18d 1=2 2 j l À1=2 if j f 1 and ðn; n 0 Þ A D:
For the application of Lemma 3.3 it is convenient to eliminate the cuto¤ Y j but still keep the separation of the supports of b j; n and b j; n 0 . Set, for j f 1, then
where f Ày ðxÞ ¼ f ðx þ l 1=2 2 Àj yÞ and g y ðxÞ ¼ gðx À l 1=2 2 Àj yÞ. A similar formula holds for j ¼ 0, only then w 1 is replaced with w 0 . Thus in order to finish the argument it is enough to show that kB B j ½ f ; gk p=2 is dominated by the right-hand side of (3.5).
Define convolution operators P j; n by d P j; n f P j; n f ¼ b j; nf f . Note that for fixed j, each x is contained in only a bounded number of the sets Q j; n þ Q j; n 0 . This implies, by interpolation of l 2 ðL 2 Þ with trivial l 1 ðL 1 Þ or l y ðL y Þ bounds that, for j f 1, p f 2, Next for j > 0 we use Lemma 3.3, and thus the assumption p > 2 þ
, and estimate kSP j; n fSP j; n 0 gk L p=2 ðR d Â½0; lÞ k 2 4j À d 2 À dþ1 p Á l 2=p kP j; n f k p kP j; n 0 gk p :
and again the asserted bound for kB B j ½ f ; gk p=2 follows from (3.7). r
Estimates for exp (it(CD) a/2 )
We now prove the endpoint estimates of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. First we remark that by various scaling and symmetry arguments we may assume that I ¼ ½0; 1.
Consider w 0 ; w A C y 0 ðRÞ supported in ðÀ2; 2Þ and ð1=2; 2Þ, respectively, such that
wð2 Àk ÁÞ ¼ 1:
We define the operators T a k 1 T k by d T 0 fðÁ; tÞ T 0 fðÁ; tÞðxÞ ¼ w 0 ðjxjÞe itjxj af f ðxÞ; d T k fðÁ; tÞ T k fðÁ; tÞðxÞ ¼ wð2 Àk jxjÞe itjxj af f ðxÞ; k f 1;
Our main result is the following inequality for vector-valued functions f f k g y k¼0 A l p ðL p Þ.
The proof will be given in §5. We now discuss the implications to Theorem 1.1 and 1.2, in fact strengthened versions involving Triebel-Lizorkin spaces F p a; q and Besov spaces B p a; q . Here the norms on these spaces are given by the L p ðl q Þ and l q ðL p Þ norms (resp.) of the sequence f2 ka L k f g y k¼0 , with the usual inhomogeneous dyadic frequency composition I ¼ P kf0 L k . See [26] . The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem This implies Theorem 1.2 since for p f 2 the space B p b; p 1 F p b; p contains the Sobolev space L p b 1 F p b; 2 , via the embedding l 2 ,! l p followed by the Littlewood-Paley inequality, and by the same reasoning F p 0; 1 is imbedded in L p 1 F p 0; 2 . We remark that a similar sharp inequality for the wave equation is proved in [12] , in su‰ciently high dimensions.
Another consequence of Theorem 4.1 is c L j f L j f ðtÞ ¼w w j ðtÞf f ðtÞ wherew w j ¼w wð2 Àj j Á jÞ for j f 1, with a suitablew w A C y 0 supported in ð1=2; 2Þ andw w 0 is smooth and vanishes for jtj f 2. Now we apply L Àj to QT k g. If 2 jÀak B ð2 À10 ; 2 10 Þ, then we apply an integration by parts in s to terms of the form
Ð Ðw
wð2 Àj jtjÞwð2 Àk jxjÞĝ gðxÞe iðhx; xiþttÞ Ð QðsÞe isðjxj a ÀtÞ ds dx dt:
One finds that for this range the contribution of L j ½QT k g is negligible; namely
jL j ½QT k gðx; sÞj p dx ds 1=p k C N minf2 ÀakN ; 2 ÀjN gkgk p if 2 jÀak B ð2 À10 ; 2 10 Þ:
Thus a localization in x where jxjA 2 k corresponds to a localization in t where jtjA 2 ka . We combine this with Theorem 4.1 applied to f k ¼ 2 kbþk=p F À1 ½wð2 Àk j Á jÞĝ g and obtain P jf0 2 j=p kL j ½QU a ðÁÞ gk L p ðRÞ; dt
which is (4.2).
Proof of Theorem 4.1
The localization of the multiplier near the origin T 0 is easily handled as kF À1 ½w 0 ðj Á jÞe itjÁj a k L 1 e C uniformly for t A ½0; 1. To see this, since F À1 ½w 0 ðj Á jÞ A L 1 , it su‰ces to show that for f supported in ð1=2; 2Þ, the L 1 norm of F À1 ½w 0 ðe itjÁj a À 1Þfð2 k j Á jÞ is Oð2 Àak Þ for k f 0. But by scaling this follows from showing that the L 1 norm of F À1 ½w 0 ð2 Àk ÁÞðe it2 Àak jÁj a À 1Þfðj Á jÞ is Oð2 Àak Þ which follows from the standard Bernstein criterion.
Now, by scaling and Proposition 3.1 with l A2 ak , U ¼ fx : 1=2 < jxj < 2g and fðxÞ ¼ jxj a , we have already proven the estimates < r < p. We can make the additional assumption that the k sum on the left-hand side is extended over a finite set (with the constant in the inequality independent of this assumption); the general case then follows by the monotone convergence theorem.
For later reference we state a Sobolev inequality which is proved linking frequency decompositions in x and t and Young's inequality ( just as in the argument used in §4 to deduce Corollary 4.3 from Theorem 4.1). Namely
holds for r e p e y (including the endpoint). Alternatively one can also apply the fundamental theorem of calculus to jT k f ðx; ÁÞj r (see e.g. [23] ) to get (5.2) for p ¼ y and the general inequality follows by convexity.
The main ingredient in the proof of (4.1) (besides (5.1)) will be the Fe¤erman-Stein sharp function [11] and their inequality kF k p k kF K k p ;
where p A ð1; yÞ and a priori F A L p . We apply this to P k>0 2 Àkbð pÞ kT k f k ðx; ÁÞk L p t ½0; 1 and by (5.1) this function is a priori in L p as the sum in k is assumed to be finite. Thus it will su‰ce to prove that sup :
Denoting the sidelength of Q by lðQÞ, we observe that, by Minkowski's inequality, this would follow from the inequalities sup Proof of (5.3). It is enough to consider cubes Q of diameterA2 j with x; y; z A Q and j þ k e 0. Let H k ¼ F À1 ½w wð2 Àk j Á jÞ, wherew w is smooth, equal to one on ð1=2; 2Þ, and supported in ð1=3; 3Þ. Then :
This is a consequence of the L r -boundedness of the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator, the interchange of the spatial integral and the sum, an application of (5.2), followed by Fubini and the estimate (5.1) (for the admissible exponent r > 2 þ 4=ðd þ 1Þ).
To prove the L y bound, we let Q Ã be a cube with the same center as Q satisfying lðQ Ã Þ ¼ 10dCðaÞlðQÞ. By Minkowski's inequality it will su‰ce to prove that where the third inequality holds again by the L r version of (5.1).
For (5.8), we note that as lðQÞ > 2 kðaÀ1Þ , and the function is supported in the complement of Q Ã we can use the rapid decay in formula (5.6) . We have that This concludes the proof of (5.4).
Proof of (5.5). We let z j ðxÞ ¼ ðd2 j Þ Àd if jxj e d2 j and z j ðxÞ ¼ 0 if jxj f d2 j . Replacing cubes by dyadic balls we see that (5.5) where CðaÞ is as in the proof of (5.4).
For R A R aÀ1 k we let f R k ¼ w R f k . We may then split the left-hand side of (5.9) as I þ II where
and II is the analogous expression where w R Ã is replaced with w R d nR Ã .
By Hardy-Littlewood, Minkowski, Fubini, (5.6), and Young's inequality, we dominate II k P Concerning the main term I we use the imbedding l p ,! l y , interchange a sum and an integral, and apply Minkowski's inequality, so that
Now for R A R aÀ1 k , R Ã has sidelength greater than 2 j , so for fixed k the functions z j Ã w R Ã have bounded overlap, uniformly in k. Setting n ¼ k þ j > 0 and applying Minkowski's inequality, we get 
